
 Sky, Scale and Technology in Art

 Otto Piene with Robert Russett

 Abstract-Otto Piene discusses his projects with new media as well as the history and tradition of
 techological art. Topics range from archaic megalithic structures to large-scale, outdoor contemporary
 works articulated and enhanced by electronic forms of expression. Piene discusses his concept of 'sky art' and
 examines his attempts to expand the physical proportions of art and to communicate publicly with a large
 audience. Other issues raised include the beneficial effects of integrating art and science, the need to
 reevaluate and update art education and the importance of developing new forms of technological art that
 will improve communication and more effectively express human concerns.

 I. INTRODUCTION

 Otto Piene has long advocated the use of
 science to create new forms of art and

 communication. His giant open-air in-
 stallations, particularly those involving
 inflatable flying sculpture, laser light -
 projections and telecommunications, are '., * : -p ,
 bold and prophetic works. Collaborating
 with other artists as well as scientists,
 Piene has traveled worldwide producing '-
 multimedia airborne events.

 Born in Germany in 1928, Piene
 experienced the devastation of World -
 War II as a young boy and was affected
 especially by the visual pyrotechnics of l -.;
 aerial combat. The outdoor phenomena i _
 of these wartime experiences were to have
 a profound influence on his art, par- t - I
 ticularly on the development of his large- .
 scale, multimedia sky events. Following 'm . X
 the war, Piene pursued a lengthy formal -
 education in art and philosophy. In 1957
 he and Heinz Mack cofounded Group \ |:
 Zero, a Disseldorf-based art collabora- '

 tive that pioneered in performance art, ' 'i
 happenings and various kinds of spatial i
 light displays. During this period, Piene's i' ,,,
 work with programmed light environ-
 ments-'light ballets'-grew increasingly O \ f
 complex and mechanized, prompting him|
 to seek out American technology in 1964. - r --
 In the United States, he not only found ,, " 1 ' -
 the type of lights, lenses and power ?:' : .'
 sources he was looking for but also 1 .
 expanded the scope of his polysensorial j - . . : . "
 outdoor events by adding helium-inflated ! ^ "-'
 polyethylene sculpture and video imagery. -. .- --

 In 1968 Piene came to the Massachusetts -

 Otto Piene (artist). Center for Advanced Visual -- , .'I
 Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 40 i*
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 Institute of Technology's Center for
 Advanced Visual Studies as a fellow and

 returned six years later to become its
 director, succeeding Gyorgy Kepes in
 that position. Under Piene's leadership
 the Center has continued to implement
 Kepes's original concept: to provide
 collaborative work relationships between
 artists, on the one hand, and scientists
 and engineers, on the other. In addition,
 Piene has introduced a new area of

 research, namely, 'sky art', a large-scale
 form of expression which utilizes
 numerous technological media ranging
 from kinetic sculpture and computer
 processing, to laser scanning, tele-
 communications and holography. Like
 his predecessor Gyorgy Kepes, Piene has
 been influential both as an artist and as a

 theorist. His innovative ideas and creative

 work, reinforced by his role as organizer
 for international events, such as the SKY
 ART Conferences [1], have made him an
 important catalyst for interrelating the
 energies of art and technology.

 II. INTERVIEW

 Are the origins of contemporary tech-
 nological art found in the continuum of art
 history, or is it essentially a new
 development that coincides with the rise of
 modern science?

 From a historical perspective, techno-
 logical art is not new; its genealogy dates
 back to the very beginning of human
 expression. In fact, technology in many
 ancient cultures played a more 'natural'
 part in the practice of the arts than it does
 today. For instance, Stonehenge and the
 pyramids, obviously among the greatest
 works produced by human kind, were
 made with an enormous involvement of

 technology as well as religion, science,
 astrophysics and many other aspects of
 life. In my view, these megalithic
 structures, along with many other ancient
 forms of expression, reflect an approach
 which is broader in scope and more
 vitally defined than most of what has
 been produced in fairly recent history.

 How you you account for the fact that, of
 late, art and technology no longer have the
 strong and productive alliance that they
 once had in the past?

 To some extent, the prevailing illusion
 that art and technology are unrelated
 fields can be traced back to the

 seventeenth century following the
 cultural explosion of the Renaissance.
 During this period, there was a tendency
 to cope with new and complex modes of
 thought, including the realms of art,
 science and technology, by dividing them
 into separate disciplines and de-

 emphasizing their connections. Even
 today, this attitude lingers on and most
 people continue to think of art as a
 relatively self-contained field, essentially
 limited to handmade or nontechnological
 works, such as impressionist painting or
 heroic sculpture. The problem with this
 focus, of course, is that it fails to
 recognize the knowledge and tools of our
 technological, urbanized world and their
 potential for producing artworks which
 have extraordinary life-giving and life-
 preserving strengths.

 Many of today's artists are not only
 questioning the boundaries of traditional
 art practices but are also beginning to
 examine more closely the aesthetic
 potential of high technology. In your view,
 what are the specific advantages of
 contemporary technological art and how
 do they affect the artist's participation in
 the creative process?

 By contemporary technological art, I
 assume you are referring to new media
 which are capable of producing, for
 instance, images that are not rendered in
 paint, or sculpture that is not cast in
 bronze, or performance which is not
 staged in a proscenium theater, or, to put
 it more positively, art which uses
 electrical power, computers, communica-
 tion satellites, holography and other
 similar advanced techniques. In this
 sense, technological art has two
 advantages which I find particularly
 attractive. One is that art which is either

 helped or inspired by technology tends to
 move or change, and this kinetic element
 can provide a fascination and subtlety
 that goes beyond the formal effects of
 static images and objects. The other
 significant advantage is that technology,
 over and above any other medium, can
 increase the intensity of an experience by
 generating more information in a shorter
 period of time. These unique qualities not
 only have the potential for altering and
 expanding our methods of perception but
 ostensibly can have an important impact
 on our overall approach to the creative
 process. For example, I do not think there
 is a creative insight gathered or looked for
 here at the Center, whether it involves
 kinetic sculpture, laser scanning or some
 other new media possibility, which is not
 concerned with the mobile or temporal
 capabilities of technology.

 Do you believe in a hierarchy of media? For
 instance, do you think that high technology
 is now, or will become in the future, a tool
 that is more expressive than traditional
 forms of hand-generated art such as
 painting and sculpture?

 Whether media can be given a

 hierarchic ranking is an old and con-
 troversial question that dates back to the
 Renaissance and ancient Greece.

 Leonardo da Vinci, for example,
 prompted by professional rivalry,
 theorized about the relative merits of

 various art forms and attempted to
 establish a hierarchy of media in his
 "Paragone" [from his Treatise on Paint-
 ing]. Not surprisingly, he concluded that
 painting is the most intellectual, com-
 municative and noble of all the arts

 because, in his words, it is the most
 advanced science. As he discusses the

 superiority of painting over other art
 forms, including sculpture, one imagines
 Leonardo taking a disapproving side
 glance at Michelangelo and his involve-
 ment with the grit and swelter of physical
 work. This elitist attitude toward art and

 work, which reflects typical Renaissance
 and Platonic values, continues to play a
 prominent role in our lives today. For
 instance, we talk about blue-collar and
 white-collar workers and tend generally
 to have a higher opinion of those who use
 technology, push buttons and do a
 minimum of physical labor. This ingrown
 and insular attitude, of course, is a one-
 sided and distorted view of what life

 should be. It de-emphasizes not only the
 physical aspects of human behavior but
 also the important relationship that exists
 between mind and body. In my own
 experiences with the creative process, I
 have found that many ideas have sprung
 up in full flight during the physical act of
 making things. To a large extent, art
 comes out of the practice of art. It is
 important, therefore, to acknowledge
 and exploit the corporeal or material
 features of art rather than attempt to
 reduce it to a purely intellectual activity,
 which would deprive the senses and
 eventually alienate us from a world of full
 existence.

 A medium that is new, is techno-
 logically advanced and requires less
 physical work does not automatically
 lead to superior forms of expression. The
 effectiveness of any medium, new or old,
 is contingent not only on technical
 performance and responsiveness but also
 on how well it is used. The saying
 'garbage in, garbage out' applies to even
 the highest forms of modern technology.
 New media, therefore, may have immense
 artistic potential, but whether they
 generate highly informative and en-
 ergizing experiences will depend on the
 artists, scientists and engineers who
 articulate strategies and define content. I
 do not think the situation today is any
 different than it was, for instance, during
 the Middle Ages, when new machines
 were invented to build Gothic cathedrals.
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 Then, as now, fine imaginations were
 needed to make the fusion of art and

 technology a vital part of human
 experience.

 While you apparently feel there is an
 urgent need for today's artists to develop
 and refine the creative potential of
 technology, you also seem to believe that
 technology is not a replacement for the
 physical act of making art. How do you
 respond to those who theorize that, as
 contemporary technological art develops,
 the skills and sensitivity of handmade art
 will become outmoded?

 In regard to the evolution of media in
 general, it is important to point out that
 new art forms do not necessarily rule out
 old artforms. Modern technological art,
 with all its capabilities, cannot replace the
 forms and possibilities of manually made
 art, which is still at the heart of
 spontaneous and contemplative ex-
 pression. The human ability to draw and
 paint, for example, is something we will
 not give up, because it continues to be a
 direct and effective way of pulling ideas
 out of the imagination. Technological

 and traditional art, therefore, are not
 mutually exclusive but instead contribute
 to an expanded range of media possi-
 bilities. For example, we write by hand,
 and we do it accurately and well, but we
 also use typewriters, word processors and
 telex. Similarly in the arts we draw and
 paint, but these techniques do not
 preclude the creative use of lasers,
 computers and other electronic media.

 In my own work I use both manual and
 technological tools in various ways. For
 instance, I have used traditional art
 forms, like drawing, as an ideation
 process for the realization of larger,
 meaning literally bigger, multimedia
 installations. On the other hand, these
 installations have subsequently become
 the subject for lithographs and other
 types of graphic representation. The main
 focus of my work, however, is on new
 rather than old media, and specifically on
 a form of expression called 'sky art',
 which exploits a wide range of possibilities
 including inflatable flying sculpture,
 telecommunication and image-projecting
 lasers, as well as other kinds of
 supporting technology.

 As a form of expression what special
 attraction does sky art have for you
 personally?

 I am attracted to sky art because it has
 certain qualities that intimate, traditional
 media do not offer-specifically a
 complex interplay involving people,
 objets d'art, high technology, human
 environment and nature. As a result, sky
 art is capable of transforming themes and
 phenomena into engaging communal
 forms of imagery-legible, kinetic,
 architectural and highly visible. In other
 words, it provides an effective way of
 making art more public. My personal
 involvement with sky art has been
 concerned primarily with producing large
 polysensory events that address audiences
 on a large scale. These works include
 Light Line Experiment (1968), my first
 large-scale outdoor sculpture; Carousel,
 which consisted of 12 soft human

 sculptural forms moving in a circular
 configuration; Blue Star Linz (Fig. 1) [2],
 an air-inflated helium-lifted sculpture
 measuring 50 feet in diameter and almost
 300 feet high; Milwaukee Anemone (Fig.
 2), an inflated star-shaped flower, 45 feet

 Fig. 2. Otto Piene Milwaukee Anemone and Iowa Star, air-inflated sculpture, temporarily installed at St. Mark's School, Southborough, MA, 1982.
 Fig. 2. Otto Piene Milwaukee Anemone and Iowa Star, air-inflated sculpture, temporarily installed at St. Mark's School, Southborough, MA, 1982.

 Milwaukee Anemone (right foreground) fully inflated measures 45 feet in dtameter and is 230 feet high when flying; Iowa Star(center background) is 45 feet
 in diameter and 170 feet high. (Photo: Marc Palumbo.)
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 in diameter and 230 feet high; and Iowa
 Star (Fig. 2).

 With artist-composer Paul Earls, I
 have produced a sky opera called Icarus
 (Fig. 3), which was first performed in
 1978 [3]. Some of the important features
 of this work included an inflatable flying
 Icarus sculpture, airborne sound amplifi-
 cation and, in the role of Daedalus, a
 helium-lifted live performer who sang
 and played the violin. We developed our
 concept further in subsequent pro-
 ductions [4] by integrating performers
 with laser projections and additional
 inflatable sculpture. For SKY ART
 Conference '82 in Linz, Austria, Ian
 Strasfogel created a new scenario and text
 which I translated into German. Three

 new characters-Minos, the Minotaur
 and Pasiphae-were added to the pro-
 duction [5], along with new music by Paul
 Earls. For SKY ART Conference '83 at

 the IGA Park in Munich, the same music
 and scenario were used together with
 laser projections and five inflatable flying
 sculptures for the first full-blown outdoor
 performance. The most recent production
 of Icarus [6] added another layer of visual
 effects, namely, the large-scale super-
 imposed film and light projections
 created by scenic designer Gunther
 Schneider-Siemssen.

 An important but less obvious aspect
 of these performances of Icarus involves
 the use of technological media to explore
 the correspondence between indoor and
 outdoor space. Television, for example,
 made it possible for outdoor productions
 of Icarus to be experienced indoors with
 the limited space of video substituting for
 the expanse of real or environmental
 space. This electronic transformation
 reduced the dimensions of the actual

 event, but increased the potential size of
 the viewing audience. On the other hand,
 when Icarus was staged indoors, lasers
 and various kinds of light projections
 were used to suggest sky, sun and other
 imagery lying beyond the confines of a
 traditional stage enclosure. The role of
 media in this case was not to condense

 space, but rather to enlarge it by
 generating monumental illusions. Tech-
 nology can become an effective vehicle
 for altering artistically the site and scale
 of a performance and for controlling the
 duration, intensity and distribution of
 sensory information.

 Icarus is one of several sky events that have
 included the transmission of televised

 imagery. Specifically, what interests you
 about the medium of telecommunication

 and how have you used it in conjunction
 with other environmental installations?

 I am interested in telecommunication

 Fig. 3. A scene from the sky opera Icarus, produced by Otto Piene (design), Paul Earls (music) and Ian
 Strasfogel (libretto and staging) for SKY ART Conference '83 at IGA Park in Munich. Shown on stage,
 in addition to Norbert Fischer who plays Icarus, are four sculptural works by Piene: the flying inflated
 Icarus effigy, a half-deflated Minotaur, a section of Iowa Star and the air-inflated Icarus head. The
 inflation of the Minotaur, which is done during the performance, is precisely timed to relate to the

 musical score, the lighting and the movement of the performers. (Photo: Walter C. Dent.)

 because it allows the artist to reach an

 immense audience and to open up new
 forms of visual dialogue, far exceeding in
 scope anything ever accomplished in the
 past. Modern telecommunication can
 extend the meaning of sky art by adding
 an element of scale different from the

 direct scale of the event itself. I am

 referring to the scale of distribution, or
 what might be called the scale of the
 indirect audience.

 My favorite example of using tele-
 communication occurred in conjunction
 with a sky event called Olympic Rainbow

 Fig. 4. Otto Piene, Olympic Rainbow, a multicolored helium-inflated sculpture installed for the closing
 ceremony of the 1972 Munich Olympics. Technically, Olympic Rainbow consisted of five horizontal,
 parallel polyethylene tubes each measuring 40 inches in diameter and connected by transparent
 polyethylene webbing. Each of the tubes appeared in one of the five colors of the XX Olympiad in
 Munich: orange, yellow, green, light blue, violet. When fully inflated, the sculpture formed an arch

 2000 feet long and approximately 16 feet wide. (Photo: Walter Seng.)
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 Fig. 5. Otto Piene, Olympic Rainbow, fully lit from the ground by an array of 40 programmed 10 kw lights equipped with color gels. (Photo: Hans Enswieser.)

 (Figs. 4 and 5), which I installed for the
 closing ceremonies of the 1972 Munich
 Olympic Games. Technically, Olympic
 Rainbow was an inflated, multicolored
 tubular structure forming an arch 2000
 feet long over the Olympic site. In
 addition to a live audience of roughly
 200,000, which is very large, there was a
 worldwide television audience, reached
 by communication satellites, that
 numbered between 350 and 500 million.

 The scale of this event, including the
 dimensions of the actual installation as

 well as the size of the audience, was
 possible only with the help of modern
 technology and engineering. When con-
 sidering the larger scale of distribution of
 the 1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles,
 we have an even clearer understanding of
 the potential of telecommunication and
 how it can be used for the worldwide

 dissemination of art and culture.

 Would you discuss your participation in the
 latest SKY ART Conference in Linz,

 Austria, and Munich, West Germany, as

 well as other recent shows, including your
 1984 performances and events at the
 Guggenheim Museum?

 My contribution to the Conferences
 essentially involved producing a variety
 of airborne performances. In Sky Kiss
 (Fig. 6), for example, I collaborated with
 Charlotte Moorman who played her cello
 while suspended from a cluster of helium-
 filled polyethylene tubes. Variations of
 this piece were performed at the 1981
 SKY ART Conference at MIT; on the
 banks of the Danube in Linz, Austria,
 during the 1982 Conference; and over
 Seebuehne Lake stage at IGA Park in
 Munich for the 1983 Conference. The
 Munich Conference was also the site for

 two other sound/sky pieces that I co-
 produced, International Alarm and Der
 Hahnenschrei (The Cock's Crow). These
 performances featured Hexagonal
 Rooster (Fig. 7), an inflatable flying
 sculpture that crows an alarm of
 processed sound while manipulated from
 the ground by guy wires. Both works were
 produced in collaboration with Elizabeth
 Goldring with music by Ed LePoulin and

 Gregory Garvey. Finally, of course, there
 is my work with the multimedia sky opera
 Icarus, a major collaborative effort which
 has been performed in different versions
 at each of the Conferences.

 More recently, I have been involved in
 a number of new sky events both in the
 U.S. and abroad. In 1984, during an
 engagement at the Guggenheim Museum,
 I worked with choreographer Elaine
 Summers and composer Carman Moore
 to produce Sky Dance, a performance
 piece consisting of dance, music and
 inflatables. In conjunction with this
 indoor presentation, I flew inflatable
 sculpture outdoors from the museum's
 roof (see Color Plate No. 4). Later in
 1984, I produced a sky event involving a
 new 55 foot-in-diameter inflatable,Berlin
 Star [7]. This airborne sculpture served as
 a receptacle for laser projections by Paul
 Earls and myself and as a carrier of
 amplification gear for Earls's 'flying
 music'. Other recent performances in-
 clude a series of open-air installations at
 the 1985 Utah Arts Festival in Salt Lake

 City (see Fig. 8) and, later that same year,
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 Fig. 6. Charlotte Moorman aloft in Sky Kiss as performed at IGA Park in Munich for SKY ART
 Conference '83. Suspended from a cluster of helium-filled polyethylene tubes, Moorman plays her cello
 while being manipulated from below with guy ropes by a ground crew of 15 assistants. Sky Kiss was a

 collaborative work produced by Otto Piene and Charlotte Moorman. (Photo: Catherine Ikam.)

 Sun Valley Neon Rainbow in Sun Valley,
 Idaho [8].

 What is needed most right now in the field
 of technological art?

 There are many things that are urgently
 needed and that I would like to see

 happen. In regard to my own work with
 inflatable flying sculpture, I am looking
 forward to the development of new
 fabrics which are strong, lightweight and
 have some of the characteristics of long-
 lasting materials like metals and alloys.
 This kind of fabric would allow much

 more flexibility in the actual design of
 pneumatic forms and would also con-
 tribute to their performance and resilience.

 As a result, it would be possible to make
 flying sculpture that could be displayed-
 interacting with the forces of nature-not
 only for days, but for months, or maybe
 even a generation. Since light projections,
 performance and video also play an
 important role in my sky events, I would
 like to see the further development of
 wireless transmission, not only for the
 purpose of communication but for the
 transfer of energy or applied power. A
 dream of every performer and media
 artist is to eliminate, or at least reduce,

 the physical limitations-imposed on
 their work by electrical cables and wiring.

 A more general advancement that I
 anticipate will affect the development of

 technological art is the increased port-
 ability and compactness of equipment.
 This idea has already been successfully
 demonstrated by the computer industry,
 which has worked miracles in miniaturiza-

 tion technology over the past ten years.
 My hope is that what happened to
 computers because of the silicon micro-
 chip will, in effect, also happen to many
 other high-technology systems.

 Another possibility, yet to be explored
 and developed, is the use of television as a
 creative art form. For instance, I would
 like to see our present communication
 technology utilized to create what might
 be called a cultural telecommunication

 system. We had the beginnings of this
 idea with public television in the U.S.A.
 and with the Symphonie Satellite in
 Europe. However, if telecommunication
 is to become an effective artistic tool in

 the future, it must be far more in-
 dependent and technically versatile than
 anything currently in existence. We need
 a television system that, by way of
 increased distribution and unrestricted

 creativity, can establish a new and
 expanded relationship between artist and
 audience. This is not a naive or farfetched

 notion; to a certain extent it has already
 been demonstrated in the field of music

 distribution. People today have access to
 a wide range of audio experiences
 through the use of stereos, radios, tape
 recorders and other kinds of sound

 technology. As a result, music is much
 more a part of people's lives now than it
 has ever been in the past. I think that in
 the next decade the same kind of

 revolution will take place in the realm of
 visual communication. A footnote to all

 of these expectations is that the future of
 technological art will depend not only on
 the development of new machines and
 materials, but also on a better under-
 standing of the human system and
 psyche, which I am convinced bears far
 more potential than we presently realize.

 Traditionally, the formal education of
 artists has been concerned mainly with the
 production of handmade art objects. What
 new or different pedagogical approach do
 you feel is required to teach today's art
 students about the creative use of

 technology-or do you think that a new
 type of student is required?

 We already have a new breed of
 students who find technology to be a
 'natural' part of their lives and environ-
 ment. Today, our youngsters are being
 informed, tutored and entertained by a
 wide variety of electronic devices, such as
 television, micro-processors and inter-
 active computer games. There are college
 students who point out, for example, that
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 Fig. 7. Otto Piene's HexagonalRooster was flown in a series of sky events at Munich's IGA Park during
 SKY ART Conference '83. These events were produced by Otto Piene in collaboration with Elizabeth
 Goldring, with music by Ed LePoulin and Gregory Garvey. Hexagonal Rooster is an air-inflated
 helium-lifted sculpture controlled from the ground by a crew of ten assistants maneuvering guy wires.
 The sculpture measures about 40 feet in diameter and is about 55 feet high, not including the helium-

 filled polyethylene tubes. (Photo: Elizabeth Goldring.)

 some of their formative experiences
 occurred while watching television at a
 very young age. The impact of new
 technology has not, as some critics
 predicted 20 years ago, made our young
 people plastic, artificial or inferior. To
 the contrary, many students have helped
 educate themselves by using electronic
 media and have profited from the active
 handling of this new kind of visual and
 intellectual material.

 The real issue is not whether students

 can relate positively to modem technology
 but rather, in a larger sense, whether
 current ideas and attitudes about educa-

 tion are flexible and inclusive enough to

 meet the needs of this new generation.
 When Walter Gropius was 86, I had
 several conversations with him about the

 future of art education. In those

 conversations, he pointed out that formal
 art education in our time has to be longer
 and more extensive, perhaps carrying
 over into the students' mid-thirties. The

 reason is simply that there is much more
 to learn than there used to be. Indeed, the

 possibilities suggested by new concepts
 and processes are even greater today than
 when Gropius was formulating his ideas
 about art and technology at the Bauhaus.
 Neither computers nor electronic imaging
 techniques existed then.

 What do you think technological art will be
 like in the future?

 Whatever direction technological art
 takes in the future, and there are many
 possibilities, it should avoid diluting its
 powerful and wide-ranging environ-
 mental capabilities by attempting to
 imitate older traditional art forms which

 are self-contained, finite and object-
 oriented. For example, during the sixties
 there was a mistaken attempt to domesti-
 cate technological art by putting it in
 boxes so that it could be placed in
 galleries and museums, much as paintings
 and sculpture are exhibited. As a result,
 an expansive and highly energized art
 form was confined to various kinds of

 light boxes or sound boxes which could
 be hung on walls or placed on pedestals.
 This misdirected use of technology
 obviously came out of the tradition of
 making, exhibiting and collecting art
 objects.

 On the other hand, there are promising
 modes of technological expression being
 developed now which use a totally
 different and more open approach, sky
 art being a case in point. This large-scale
 environmental art form will hopefully
 reestablish a more integrated vision of the
 universe by finding new and meaningful
 connections between the extraterrestrial

 world and earth. The first SKY ART

 Conference held at MIT in 1981 demon-

 strated, by way of various technological
 projects, that the creative act of joining
 earth and sky is as vital to us today as it
 was to the ancient cultures which

 produced the ziggurats, the Nasca lines
 and other astrologically inspired works.
 Indeed, with the growth of space
 exploration, and eventually space
 colonization, the future prospects for
 various kinds of sky art are greater than
 ever.

 One particularly interesting exhibition
 at the first SKY ART Conference was

 Tom Van Sant's display of satellite
 photographs of carefully arranged sun-
 reflecting mirrors which he had installed
 on the surface of the earth. This

 installation of mirrors created an image
 of sunbeams representing an eye gazing
 upward that measured 1.4 miles across at
 ground level. When photographed by the
 Landsat II satellite 600 miles in the sky,
 the eye was clearly visible, appearing as a
 white image inscribed on the floor of the
 earth below. As a work of art this project
 integrated earth, sky and space, and was
 made experiential through a complex mix
 of scientific and human processes. It
 exemplifies how the enlarged scale of sky
 art not only contributes to the creative
 exploration of space but also provides
 new opportunities for the visual re-
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 Fig. 8. Otto Piene, Minotaur, 1983, an air-inflated helium-lifted sculpture in flight at the 1985 Utah
 Arts Festival in Salt Lake City, Utah. Minotaur and five other inflatables were used in different ways
 and in changing situations; they were exhibited individually and in groups, at night and during the day,

 on the ground and from rooftops. (Photo: Elizabeth Goldring.)

 discovery of earth. Even now art forms
 are being developed that are entirely new,
 conditioned by technology and deeply
 expressive of human concerns. They also
 acknowledge humankind's ancient and
 fundamental need to explore the larger
 dimensions of the universe. Clearly the
 real function of technological art is not to
 put old concepts into new forms, but to
 provide the basis for a new aesthetic with
 an organic relationship to the universe
 and our most contemporary needs.

 III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

 My own work with technological art,
 and with sky art in particular, has always
 been concerned with stepping away from

 the illusion of metaphor and out into the
 reality of space. Artists have traditionally
 used metaphor-imagining experiences
 and casting them into human scale-and
 predictably will do so for the rest of time.
 There are, however, other vehicles for
 carrying artists' messages that are capable
 of addressing people in different ways
 and in different situations. Audiences

 may seek metaphor in museums, at
 concert halls or in libraries. On the other

 hand, they may travel outside of these
 interior settings and happen upon art
 which has become part of that vast
 exterior space called 'the environment'.
 Obviously, my work with sky art is
 involved with the scale of environment,
 especially its broader dimensions, and

 with new media that are less codified and

 canonized than traditional art forms.

 Seventeen years ago at MIT I produced
 Light Line Experiment, my first large-
 scale public installation, and it has been
 followed by many others to date. In
 conjunction with these works I have
 promoted the cultural significance of sky
 art and have made contact with other

 contemporary artists. Those of us who
 are now working with sky, scale and
 technology as a means of expression are
 growing in number, and sky art forms are
 proliferating. Flying people, flying
 sculpture and projected beams and
 images are penetrating and shaping the
 lower levels of the sky and will soon be
 probing the outer reaches of space. Sky
 art as it presently exists is, no doubt, only
 a beginning. To what extent it heralds a
 new era only future generations will
 know. There will, however, always be a
 need for sky metaphor and metaphor in
 the sky. In the past, celestial space was the
 mysterious home of the gods; now it has
 become the arena for various kinds of

 human and technological activity. We
 seem to be heading for another renaissance,
 a time when the artist-scientist will help
 guide and articulate a new and expanded
 concept of reality.

 REFERENCES AND NOTES

 1. To date there have been three SKY ART
 Conferences: SKY ART Conference '81
 was held at MIT; SKY ART Conference
 '82 was held in Linz, Austria; and SKY
 ART Conference '83 was held at the IGA

 Park and BMW headquarters in Munich,
 West Germany.

 2. Blue Star Linz was commissioned in 1980
 by the BrucknerFest/Ars Electronica
 festival in Linz, Austria.

 3. This 1978 performance took place above
 the National Mall in Washington, D.C.

 4. New and expanded versions of Icarus
 were performed at the Biennale fur
 Visuelle Kunst und Graphik in Vienna in
 1979 and at MIT's Hayden Gallery in
 1982. Selected scenes were also per-
 formed at the first SKY ART Conference
 at MIT in 1981.

 5. This rendition of Icarus, which was
 designed and orchestrated as an indoor
 performance, was staged at the
 Brucknerhaus in conjunction with Ars
 Electronica.

 6. This production was held in 1984 at
 MIT's Kresge Theater. As in the previous
 presentations in Linz and Munich, Paul
 Earls's music was played by the Boston
 Musica Viva and conducted by Richard
 Pittman.

 7. This work was commissioned by the
 Technische Universitaet Berlin and was
 flown over the Ernst-Reuter-Platz in
 Berlin.

 8. This work was commissioned for the Sun

 Valley Center for the Arts and Humanities,
 Sun Valley, Idaho.
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 No. 1. Top left. Margaret Benyon. Tigirl, reflection hologram, silver halide on glass, colour
 reproduction, 30 x 33 cm, 1985. This piece combines the fringes on the face of the artist with the stripes

 on a tiger's head.

 No. 2. Top right. Alexander Nepote. Distinctive Tide Pool Vista, 132 x122 cm, glued papers, acrylic
 polymer, pastel on canvas, 1976. The artist varies the palette on his cliff paintings to create diverse
 vibrations and moods. The darks in his work signify the unknown past or future. (See General Article by

 Mary Carroll Nelson.)

 No. 3. Bottom left. Lin Emery and Robert Morriss. Kinesone 1, 14 aluminum pipes, each 4-1/2 in.
 diam. x 9 ft high, 1982. Mounted on a curved wall, the kinesones are free to move under the influence of
 slight air currents. When they oscillate on a set of converging planes, they create some unusual visual

 geometries. (Photo: Donn Young.)

 No. 4. Bottom right. Otto Piene. Brussels Flower, 1977/78, helium-filled inflatable sculpture
 manipulated with guy ropes, shown flying in one of a series of three sky events from the roof of the
 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York City, 1984. These outdoor rooftop performances
 complemented Sky Dance, a multimedia production staged inside the museum. Sky Dance was produced
 by Piene in collaboration with choreographer Elaine Summers and composer Carman Moore. (Photo:

 Elizabeth Goldring.)
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